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DESIGNER TINEKE TRIGGS CREATES AN IDYLLIC FAMILY HOME
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was ecstatic. Triggs and her firm, Artistic Designs for Living, boast four other clients on the same street of the child
friendly enclave. With a baby boy, the young couple wanted to put down roots. The designer told them, “I can’t wait
for you to meet your new neighbors; everyone on this street
is amazing!”

the living room. Sparkling in front of a floor to ceiling slate fireplace, the light illuminates a central seating group. Perpendicular to the mantel, cobalt and indigo accent pillows punctuate
a pair of classic tufted sofas. For practicality the designer upholstered the Chesterfields in a forgiving gray blue vinyl from
Kravet. The room’s symmetry continues with a pair of clear Lucite and satin brass cocktail tables.

This unique neighborhood started out humbly in the 1940’s as
affordable bungalows on the flatlands of Mill Valley. Marin’s
first tract homes offered working class families the American
dream of two bedrooms, one bath, a fireplace, and yard. Because of wartime metal shortages they lacked heating systems
and showerheads. Selling at $4,000 each, buyers ignored these
inconveniences enjoying the sunny climate and safe tree lined
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Triggs seamlessly blended the interior and exterior spaces by upholstering the family room’s sectional in Beekman, a neutral sunbrella fabric from Donghia. Throw pillows in an exotic taupe stripe
and snow faux fur provide subtle pattern and texture while a primitive painted and distressed wood coffee table allows guests to relax
and put their feet up. The covered patio beckons beyond the glass
enclosure. For alfresco dining, Triggs paired a rectangular teak
dining table with the mid-century styled Dansk dining chairs from
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